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1.

SUMMARY:

.

State/Civil
also Motion to Dispensel - Y4--,p_
1
with printing petitio~ - ~ / - -~(
A..__J

Petr is an attorney adjudged to be in

c~iminal conte~t and fined $500 because he counseled his client,
a defendant in a civil proceeding in which the City of Temple,

?1

Texas sought an injunction against the display of allegedly

i

obscene material on a magazine stand, to resist producing the

:e

wU<?<

~aterial, on Fifth Amendment grounds, in response to a subpoena
duces tecum.

Petr was adjudged in contempt and ordered to pay

i

-

- 2 -

the fine only after a proceeding before another judge, Myers,
the respondent.

Petr sought habeas review of this judgment in

the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals and the Supreme Court of
Texas.

The Court of Criminal Appeals denied leave to file

the writ (App. B), and the SC denied the petition after it
had "been duly considered in chambers," issuing no opinion.
Petr contends that advising a client to resist producing documents which may incriminate him cannot be adjudged contempt since
it deprives the attorney of Fifth, Sixth, Ninth, and Fourteenth
Amendment rights.

He also contends that the right of the client

to resist the order to produce is protected by the Fifth Amendment.

~n.a

2.

FACTS:

The City of Temple, Texas served petr's client

-------------

with a subpoena duces tecum to produce certain magazines and to

-----

_appear as a witness in an action brought by the city JtC\ permanently
enjoin the client from selling allegedly obscene matter.

.---

The

client had previously been prosecutesl] times under the city and
'

state obscenity laws.

Petr's co-counsel filed a timely motion

~

to quash the subpoena, contending that compulsory production of
the magazines pursuant to court process violated the client's
Fifth Amendment privilege, particularly in light of prior and
possible future criminal prosecutions.

The motion to quash was

denied, but it was stipulated that the client had undergone seven
previous criminal prosecutions.
When the client took the stand, to testify as a witness

:e

for the city as compelled by subpoena, he was asked if he had
brought the magazines.

He refused to answer on Fifth Amendment

-

-

- 3 -

grounds , under the advice of counsel.

After a recess, and after

some collateral matters pertaining to the procedural adequacy of
the subpoena were discussed, the client again took the stand and
was again asked to produce the magazines.
ed his refusal to comply with the subpoena.

Again the client indicat Then petr, on cross-

examination, asked his client- why he had refused.

The client indi-

~
- -=-----.

cated that on advice of counsel he was asserting his Fifth Amendmen t
pri vilege.

// --z ~

The court thereupon found the client in contempt, and
)

~

stated that the witness' failure to respond to the subpoena would be

...

.

regarded as an admission that the publications were obscene.

At

the conclusion of the trial, the court indicated petr would be held
in contempt for denying the court access to the material.

When

petr stated he was only trying to protect his client, the court
stated that this "could have been reached by a motion to suppress
the evidence or by an objection to an attempt to introduce it. 11
Later an order was entered adjudt ng petr in contempt for "advising
r'

and counseling [the client] to disobey said subpoena."

?rt:J~cJi1~

~ ~J,j
~

[

The

o! iginal punishment assessed by the court was 10 days in jail and

· $200 .
Petr was then tried before resp Meyers.

The case was

tried solely on the record of the previously held trial.
advanced two defenses:

Petr

(1) the client had validly taken the

Fifth Amendment and advice to that effect could not be contemptuous ,

~-

and (2) " that production of the magazines would have risked an
irrevocable surrender of the Fifth Amendment privilege against
s elf-incrimination in the absence of any effective judicial remedy

-

-

- 4 -

for testing the legality of [the trial court] order prior to
the time compliance was demanded, and that under these circumstances an attorney's professional obligation to his client would
justify advising non-compliance."

(Petn., at 15.)

Petr was

adjudged in contempt (there is no indication whether there was
an opinion) and assessed a $500 fine in lieu of the original
punishment imposed by the trial court.

Habeas review was denied

in the Texas Criminal Appeals Court, and a habeas petition was
denied by the SC.

The court in which the contempt was adjudicated

then stayed its order pending cert to this Court.
3.

CONTENTIONS (There is no response):
a.

•

Procedural Questions
Petr contends that he could obtain no appellate

review of his contempt sentence, since there is no right to
-·

T4is

/5.s~~>tt../- appeal from contempt in Texas (Petn., at 2) and habeas review

~ ~ - T~ can only be had when a person is in custody, which petr was not.
1•Wi,L.o~
.
-LuAs.../o k..a.
Nonetheless, it does seem as if the SC reviewed the contempt, and
OlA-J-'!

~ka4t- p-{)4<1'41,e;

it is far from certain that there is no appeal when there is no

~ t o J ~ custody.

Hopefully, this can be clarified by a response.

ke. C.l-Y-~--1-~-~)

,l;/Aa,,i.....k
n;__,p toJ r+

There is also an important procedural point which

~

~~ - ~
~ 1 f.o~/)1.€&

may go to the merits.

Petr asserts there is no way to get inter-

locutory appeal on the Fifth Amendment claim, prior to being in
contempt.

I would imagine this procedure, if it exists, might al-

low an appeal from a denial of motion to quash the subpoena or mct:i c

•

to suppress evidence.
this point.

The respons e will also hopefully clarify

-

-

<.,

- 5 -

b.

Merits
Petr argues that contempt should not follow

because of advising a client of his rights.

He says this case

raises an important question as to the conflicting obligations
of an attorney to his client and the court.
alia, Hickman v. Taylor, 329 U.S. 495 (1947).

He cites, inter
In that case,

an attorney was cited for contempt for the failure to reveal
certain communications between he and his client, and went to
jail.

This Court affirmed the Third Circuit's reversal of the

contempt order, holding the material was not subject to discovery.
Petr also contends that the privilege was properly asserted by

,.:_

his client, that his advice was correct; and thus cannot constitute
contempt, and that even if it were not correct he should not assume
this risk in counseling his client.
4.
called for.

DISCUSSION:

I think a response should definitely be

On the merits, assuming there was no state procedure

under which to challenge the subpoena without risk of contempt
and that petr has properly sought review of the contempt in the
state courts -- t ~

l5"lg~

more than colorable claim.

~

s, petr would seem to have a
It might be argued that if petr

counseled his client to produce the information, and his client
was thereafter criminally prosecuted, perhaps his client could
resist prosecution there.

Alternatively, perhaps his client could

appeal the injunction on the ground that it rested on information

-

obtained in violation of his Fifth Amendment privilege.

Also, I

am uncertain whether the attorney has standing to raise the Fifth

..-

-

"

~-

- 6 -

Amendment claim of his client, and, if not, whether his rights
should turn at all on this question.

1-r~
V)/
·

~

This appears to ··-be·
somewhat
. ......
~

✓

of a legal wasteland, but perhaps the response can clarify
matters.

Action on the motion to dispense with printing can await

receipt of the response.
There is no response.
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?
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I

In addition to the response, we have also received a
supplemental submission by the Petr.

Petr provides a copy
another
of a USDC opinion granting federal habeas corpus toA• attorney
found in contempt by state judge Meyers (the respondent) for
advising a client of his constitutional rights .

Meyers must

be some kinft of a nut. / That attorney was able to utilize federal
~
b
HC channels because he was 1mpr1sonned for contempt
Jutige

,:r

Meyers .
of HC.

The imprisonment satisfied the custody requirement

---

This Petr was , apparently, fined rather than imprisonned .

Thus, Petr was unable to obtain HC and had to seek review here .

•

(Although Petr's original contempt sentence included some

- --

jail time, this was wiped out by trial de novo before J. Meyers).

J". Ike.,~ ,~pos.U "-

~-

~ ~ ~

4¼2~

1 '~-.
""C..Y

/)

--2-

-

-

Judge Meyers' response does not resolve the areas that
the -

author of the cert memo hoped it would.

It does not

resolve whether Petr could have used some• interlocutory/

'

'

pretrial avenue to determine 11-whether his client had a valid
Fifth Amendment right to resist compulsory production of the
magazines.

Not does the response address whether Petr has

followed appDopriate state procedures 1n seeking review of
his contempt conviction.

I suppose one might conclude from that

that both questions must be answered in Petr's favor, throwing
one back on the question whether an attorney can be held in
contempt of court for advising his client not to produce
evidence that (it seems undisputed) would have subjected the

-

. - client to criminal liability.
Meyers•
Judge~rgument is that the client had no valid 5th amendment
right--that the state may properly use its subpoena powers in
a civil proceeding to compel a person to produce evidence that
subsequently may be used against him in a criminal proceeding.
That argument • ought ~ to give you some pause--this is not a
case where the state turned up evidence of crime through a
search and

--'t

seizure.

Rather, it simply called Petr's client

in a civil proceeding, standing ready to use any of the fruits
of that proceeding.
At any rate, Judge Meyers . . says that because the client
had no valid 5th Amendment privilege and because the trial judge
so ruled and ordered the client to produce, any subsequent
advice to the client to stand on his 5th amendment rights

•

was punishable as contempt.

Amazingf.

I guess that leaves no

room for error--or more to the point, it subjects to contempt
any lawyer who believes that the trial court erred in an

-

-.J-

-

evidentiary ruling and who orders his client to stand by his

•

rights.

And, I suppose it is to be remembered that 5th Amendment

rights can't be resuscitated once they have been put
aside.

As Haldeman:; would say, you can't put the toothpaste

back in the tube once it gets out.
on somethigg •

You can't keep the lid

once you have been compelled to reveal it in

open ,, court.
My initial reaction to this one was to summarily
reverse.

I now think that the problem is sufficiently complex

that the best course is to grant.
Jack

-

•
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-------------

also a Texas lawyer, were adjudged guilty of criminal contempt

-·

of the 169th Judicial District Court of Bell County, Texas .

. bh.J,

After unsuccessful applications for relief to the Texas Supreme

---------·-------------

~

~~

r~

d Texas C~'.::..'.:f_ 'e_ri~~nal Appeals, Maley successfully

obtained federal habeas corpus relief in the United States

District Court for the Western District of Texas,

F. Supp·

(1973), but petitioner invoked relief by petition for
__..

~

____...._,..-__

-----------·- -

certiorari to this Court.
.......

- --------------·~

Petitioner and Maley were co-counsel in defense of a suit

brought by the Municipal Attorney of Temple, Texas, on behalf

--~

~-t,; o;~

Jl.-,lCG 11-Hn

Petitioner, a Texas lawyer, and co-counsel, Karl A. Maley,

------

n C

Mr . J usti0e ;)cvw ll
Mr. Justice Rehnquist

t)~

, U ~RE:

IS

l~

Mr. Zus ~ :ce JO .crl

la,,,,J4P>- au,. =I- Ju h... fd 1 ~ ,'.(r,,.}e,,.,_b
f
~
·
V
Mr .
~ Ltv t-e.MM.s/r,.,«02- · T --/--it1~L- ~ So ~IJYt_ _ Mr
.
Mr•
.Su.wt~ -~ rutuu)

4

To: ~c-rf P.f Mt~e

tY!S~ --- e,.__

._tu
~

ru,;

-·

.

of the City to enJoin Mike McKelva, operator of Mike's News Stand,
~ , ,- ~ --•-• ·- ..
_,.,

·-

- ·-

-

- 2 -

from selling allegedly obscene magazines, and directing him to

surrender the magazines to the sheriff to be destroyed.

action is authorized by Article 527, Texas Penal Code.

The

-:,

That

Article also subjects the distributor of obscene materials to

criminal prosecution.

The Municipal Attorney did not have copies of the magazines

to put in evidence at the trial but did have a list of magazine

titles prepared by a police officer who copied a list of titles

of suspect magazines at Mike's New Stand in the course of an

investigation of the business.

The officer made the list without

examining t he contents and looking only at the covers, and he

purchased none of the magazines.

Two days before trial the

Municipal Attorney caused a subpoena duces tecum to be served

on

______________

the defendant McKelva directing him to produce the magazines
__.:::::,.

listed by title
~

and to appear and testify as a witness for

-

-

the plaintiff City.

3 -

Petitioner and co-counsel Maley filed a

motion to quash the subpoena on the ground that compulsory

production of the magazines in compliance with the subpoena

would contravene defendant McKelva's privilege against self-

incrimination.

argument.

The trial judge overruled the motion after oral

McKelva was then called as a witness for the City

and when asked whether he had the listed magazines with him

answered, "Sir, under the advice of counsel, I refuse to answer

--

-

-

on the grounds that it may tend to incriminate me."
7

The trial

judge thereupon recessed the trial until the afternoon to afford

McKelva another opportunity to comply with the subpoena.

Court reconvened McKelva was again called to the stand.

When

He

testified that he did not have the magazines with him and was

refusing to produce them "solely bec ause . . . the production

-

- 4 -

of such magazines would entail a substantial possibility of
-:,

self-incrimination."

At the close of the trial the trial judge announced that

he was "finding not only Mr. Michael McKelva in contempt of

-

court but is also finding Mr. Maley and [petitioner] Mr. Maness

as his atto r neys guilty of contempt of court" and "In each of

these cases the Court is fixing the punishment for this contempt

at ten days confinement in the Bell County Jail and a fine

of

two hundred dollars."

Article 1911a, Revised Civil Statutes of Texas provides

that "an officer of the court held in contempt by a trial court,

shall, upon . . . motion . . . , be released upon his own personal

recognizance pending a determination of his guilt or innocence

by a judge of a district court, other than the offended court ..-. . • "

Petitioner and Maley invoked this statute and were tried de novo

--

- 5 -

------

before respondent judge on the record made before the trial judge.

Respondent judge adjudged both guilty but revised the punishment
-.,

to $500 fines without jail sentences.

- -

I think that this conviction must be reversed but I am not

as confident as I was at conference that it should be reversed

----

--

summarily.

--

The Court has had few occasions to consider contempt

convictions of lawyers based on advice to clients.

Hickman v.

Taylor, 329 U.S. 495 (1947) and In re Green, 369 U.S. 689 (1962),

seem to be the most recent decisions.

Hickman affirmed the

reversal by the Third Circuit of a civil contempt finding against

a lawyer for failure to produce his "working papers."

The

rationale of that decision was that the general policy against

invading the privacy of an attorney's course of preparation is so

essentia l to an ord erly working of our system of legal procedure

that a burd en rest s on the one who would invade that privacy to

-

- ·6 -

-

establish adequate reasons to justify production through a sub-

poena or court order.

In Green the Court reversed the con~
empt
-.:,

conviction of a lawyer who counselled disobedience by his labor

union client of a restraining order against picketing.

His

ground was that the order in his opinion was invalid under state

law and that the controversy was within the exclusive juris-

diction of the National Labor Relations Board; he also advised

the union that the best way to test the order was to continue

picketing and, if the pickets were held in contempt, to appeal

or to test any order of commitment by habeas corpus.

We held

that, even assuming validity of the order under state law, "it

violates the due process requirements of the Fourteenth Amend-

ment to convict a person of a contempt of this nature without

a hearing and an opportunity to establish that the state court

was acting in a field reserved exclusively by Congress for the

federal agency. "

369 U.S., at 693.

-

-

- 7 -

Both of these de cisions s ugges t tha t th e ques tion wh e ther

t~

"

\\

-

underlying orde r is valid is impo;,,t a nt, perhaps crucial, to
.;:;

t he validity of an attorney ' s contempt conviction for counselling

h is c lient to disobey it.

Yet as John Harlan argued in dissent

i n Green, these cases may also involve the necessity for accom-

~J
,r-i..,;w-

modation with the United Mine Workers ' principle that

violation of

an "order issued by a court whose claim to jurisdiction over the

underlying proceeding is not frivolous may be punished as criminal

contempt even if it is determined on appeal that such jurisdiction

was l acking ."

Id., at 693.

United States District Judge Roberts , who granted petitioner ' s

co- counsel Maley federal habeas relief, regarded that accornrnoda-

t ion as required, and relying on the Fifth Circuit's statement of

t he prope r analys e s in Unit ed State s v. Dickins on, 465 F. 2d 496

(1972), struck the balance in the l awye r's favor.
~

I think Judge

-

- 8 -

-

Roberts' opinion is soundly r eas one d and am pr epared to adopt it.

But I think that's more app ropri a t e ly done after oral argument.
-.:;

~
/ ~tempt

Judge Roberts began his analyses "by noting that the : finding

lf/fJ

p~

e,,b'

was in no way based upon any allegation of disrespect-

fol or disruptive conduct by Petitioner, or upon any failure to

obey a court order directed to him.

Rather , the contempt con

sisted of advising and counselling a client that his

h~

- ~

-

We

must [therefore] necessarily examine the propriety of the under-

--~

lying assumption that McKelva's refusal to produce the magazines

was contemptuous."

Judge Roberts then stated the United Mine Workers'principle

that "Even incorrect court orders must ordinarily be obeyed until

set aside."

-~}

~-4;
constitutional ·1~Ji,,c,

rights would be endangered by obeying a court order • • • •

- -

'l..t9

However, the Fifth Circuit had held in United State s

v. Dickinson th a t "an unconstitutiona l order must be obeyed if:

-

-

9 -

-

(1) the court has s ubject matter jurisdiction; (2) adequate and

effective remedies are available for orderly review of the
-::,

challenged ruling; and (3) the order does not require an irre-

trievable surrender of constitutional guarantees . . "

Judge Roberts

held that element (1) was satisfied but that elements (2) and (3)

were not.

"The order for McKelva to obey the subpoena duces tecum

required the irretrievable surrender of a constitutional right,

with no adequate and effective remedies being available for the

orderly review of the challenged ruling.

McKelva and his attorney

had no real opportunity to contest the constitutional order:

The choice had to be made on the spot, in the courtroom, whether

to obey or disobey Judge Clawson's order.

No immediate opportunity

was available for appellate review of the order.

Rather, McKelva's

choice was either to refuse to obey the order or to be compelled

to be a witness against himself, in violation of the Fifth Amendment."

-

- 10 -

In the circumstances, Judge Roberts was of the view that the

case was ruled by the Fifth Circuit's statement in Dickinson that
-::,

''It is obvious that if the order requires an
irrevocable and permanent surrender of a constitutional right, it cannot be enforced by the
contempt power.

For example, a witness cannot be

punished for contempt of court for refusing a court
order to

testify if the underlying order violates

Fifth, Fourth or perhaps First Amendment rights
Once the witness has complied with an order to
testify he cannot thereafter

reprieve the inform-

ation involuntaJi ly revealed, even if it subsequently
developed that compelling the testimony violated
constitutional rights,''

465 F. 2d at 512.

Thus, since the underlying order called for McKelva's

irretrievable surrender of constitutional guarantees, Judge

Roberts held that petitioner's co-counsel could not be held in

contempt for "acting to protect

the rights secured his client

by the Fifth and Sixth Amendments to the Constitu)tion."

It seems to me that our decisions in Hickmari and Green

support Judge Roberts' approach that,notwithst anding Unit ed Mine

-

- 11 -

-

Workers, when the determination can be made that an underlying

order was in fact invalid, a lawyer's good faith advice to his
-.;

client to refuse to comply with it cannot be punished as a

criminal contempt.

_______________________

____,.
Co-counsel Maley's success before Judge Roberts P!Ompted

-

Potter to vote at conference to deny Maness' petition with a

--

"flag", that is, without prejudice to apply to the District Court

for federal habeas relief.

But is Maness "in custody" for pur-

poses of habeas jurisdiction under 28 U.S.C. §2241?

Respondents'

order at page 28 of the Petition is that "in lieu. of the punish-

ment assessed by Judge Clawson, • • . the said Michael Anthony

Maness be, and he is hereby, assessed the following punishment:

a fine of $500, to be paid to the District Clerk . . . at or

before 12 noon, October 12, 1973."

Petitioner tells us at pp.2-3

of the petition that "by its terms the contempt judgment allowed

-

- 12 -

a grace period of approximately two weeks for payment of the fine,

permitting the Petitioner to remain at large on a personal
- _:;

recognizance bond while seeking further relief . . . "

He advises

further at page 4 that after his unsuccessful efforts to get re-

lief from the Texas Supreme Court and Court of Criminal Appeals

"the respondent entered an order continuing the Petitioner on

his personal recognizance bond, despite his failure to pay the

fine, in order to pennit the filing of a petition for the writ

of certiorari to this Court."

The question of "in custody" was faced by Judge Roberts.

His opinion states: "Petitioner [Maley] has clearly manifested

his intention not to pay the $500 fine assessed against him,

and to go to jail if necessary.

The 'restraint ' requirement of

28 U.S. C. §2254 is satisfied in that Petitioner is on bond and

will, according to Judge Meyer's [respondent herein] order, go

-

- 13 -

to jail upon refusal to pay the fine.

2d 78 4 (5th Cir. 1969).

Har<lcn v. Purely, 409 F.

Judge Meyers has allowed Petitioner to
-:,

remain free on personal recognizance bond pending the outcome

of this collateral attack. "

-

Our cas es have certainly gone far in finding satisfaction

of the "in custody" requirement on the basis of even minimal

restraints on one's "liberty to do those things which in this

country free men are entitled to do."

371 U.S. 236, 243 (1963).

Jones v. Cunningham,

Term's Hensley v. Municipal Court, 411 U.S. 345, where we held

..._,,,,,.

that an accused convicted and sentenced to one year's imprison-

ment and released on his own recognizance pending appeal was

"in custody. "

I

Our most recent decision is last

However, the opinion emphasized that California

law imposed statutory restraints on him not shared by the public

generally, and also that the State was eager to put him behind

Y;).
~

~
~

-

-

- 1.4 -

b ars and therefore that in his case confinement was not a

"speculative possibility ."

Id., pp. 351-352.

The petitioner
-:,

in Marden v. Purdy relied upon by judge Roberts had also been

convict ed and sentenced to a year's imprisonment; he was re-

leased on cash bail pending appeal.

I conclude therefore that

we have not yet confront ed the "in custody" question in a cas e ,

as here, of a petitioner sentenced only to a fine and releas ed

on his personal recognizance.

Despite Judge Roberts' comments,

it seems to me that there may be only a "speculative possibility"

that failure to pay the fine means certain imprisonment.

In any

event, Mike Rodak called counsel at my request and reports that

respondent, through the Attorney General of Texas, has perfected

an app eal to the Fifth Circuit from Judge Roberts' order in the

Maley case, that briefs will be filed this month, that oral

argument will not be earlier than M.:iy, and that it is not

r

.

'

-

- 15 -

-

to predict when a decision will be announced.

All in all, I

do not think that I could vote to deny with a "flag."
-:,

W.J.B.Jr.

lfp/ss

-
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SUMMER MEMORANDUM

Meyers

This is the contempt case which comes to us essentially from
a District Court in Texas, the Intermediate and Supreme Courts
of Texas having refused to review a contempt order by a trial
judge against a defendant (McKelva) and his two counsel (Maness
and Maley).

This case now concerns only one of the counsel,

Maness, petitioner herein.

The respondent, Meyers, is the trial

judge who held him in contempt for advising his client not to obey
a subpoena duces tecum order to produce, in a civil injunction
proceedings, some 52 magazines alleged to be obscene.
Under Texas law, an injunction proceeding is authorized civil in nature - against the exhibiting and distribution of
obscene material.

One who exhibits or distributes obscene material

also is subject to criminal prosecution under Texas law.

The

defendant, McKelva, acting on advice of counsel, pled the Fifth

-

2.

Amendment against self incrimination in declining to produce the
magazines in response to the Court's order.
There was no disrespect or lack of civility in the courtroom.
Counsel and the court acted with decorum.

There was simply a

disagreement as to the legal rights of the parties.
Attorney Maley , following his conviction on contempt for so
advising his client, filed a writ of habeas corpus with the U.S.
District Court for the Western District of Texas.

In an opinion

by Judge Roberts (seep. 74 et seq. of Petitioner's Brief), the
contempt order of Judge Meyers was held to be invalid.

-

This

judgment by the U.S. District Court is now pending on appeal in
CAS, awaiting decision by this Court of the present case.
The elaborate brief filed on behalf of petitioner by William
F. Walsh, a leading criminal lawyer in Te x as, states that there
appears to be " no precedent in the constitutional history of
this country or in the recorded history of the Anglo-American
common law" involving a situation exactly

sxmxh

like the present

case.
The Attorney General of Texas, now representing the respondent,
relies in effect on three grounds as justifying the criminal
contempt decision:

(i) the proceedings was civil in nature;

(iil the magazines were not owned by McKelva and hence cannot
-

be "equated with the private books and papers" protected by Boyd

-

-

-

3.

v. United States, and (iii) since McKelva (not being the owner)
could not validly claim the "privilege", his counsel was in
contempt of court in advising him to disobey a valid order.

In

this connection, respondent argues that in a civil case courts
must have the power to require production of evidence; that otherwise they have no basis upon which to rule upon a claim of Fifth
Amendment privilege; that if they rule erroneously, and direct
production of the documents, the testimony or evidence derived
therefrom is inadmissible in any subsequent proceedings.

Wigmore

on Evidence, McNaughten's revision, Vol. VIII, Section 2270, pp.

-

417-419 are cited for this proposition.
Although there is a good deal of "over kill" in the brief
on behalf of petitioner, its basic argument is that the privilege
may properly be invoked in any action, civil or criminal, against
compliance with a subpoena duces tecum, even with respect to
magazines that previously have been displayed for commercial
distribution.

But even if this position should not be sus t ained

by the Court, petitioner's brief argues that when an attorney
in good faith advises his client to resist compliance with a
subpoena on grounds of possible self incrimination, he is not
amenabl e to citation for contempt as he is discharging his duties
as counsel and that his rights, and those of his client in this
respect, are protected by the Fifth, Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment~.

.

' '

-

....

-

-

4.

I derived more "light" on this issue from the memorandum
opinion of Judge Roberts in the companion case of Maley v. Meyers
(Petitioner's Brief, p. 74) than I did from the briefs of either
of the parties.

I am inclined, perhaps being influenced by a

deep conviction as to freedom of counsel to advise his client,
to agree with the opinion of Judge Roberts.

Yet, I must say that

this case is not as clear and simple as it first appeared to be
when I voted to grant cert.

I believe that many states have a

civil procedure for the injunction of the distribution of obscene
materials, and unless such materials may be subpoenaed for

-

examination by the court, such statutes will be meaningless.
In a criminal case, the court on the basis of probable cause and
a valid warrant, can have the alleged material seized.

But I

don't think such a search warrant is permissible in a civil case.
I need to do a good deal more thinking about this case, with .
the benefit of some research by one of my clerks.

-

-

lfp/ss

SUMMER MBMORANOOM
v, Meyers
This is a summary memo, primarily as a "memory jog" of
the facts and issue presented by the above case. This
memorandum reflects no specific analysis, and reflects only
a most tentative and superficial viewpoint.

This is the contempt case which comes to us essentially from
a District Court in Texas, the Intermediate and Supreme Courts
of Texas hav.ing refused to review a contempt order by a trial
judge against a defendant (McKelva) and his two counsel (Maness
and Maley) .

This case now concerns only one of the counsel,

Maness, petitioner herein.

The respondent, Meyers, is the trial

judge who held him in contempt for advising his client not to obey
a su,poena duces tecum order to produce, in a civil injunction
proceedings, some 52 magazines alleged to be obscene.
Under Texas law, an injunction proceeding is authorized civil in nat re - against the exhibiting and distribution of
obscene material .

One who exhibits or distributes obscene materia

also is subject to criminal prosecution under Texas law.

The

defendant, McKelva, acting on advice of counsel, pled the Fifth

.

-

-

2.

Amendment against self incrimination in declining to produce the
magazines in response to the Court's order.
There was no disrespect or lack of civility in the courtroom.
Counsel and the court acted with decorum.

There was simply a

disagreement ·as to the legal rights of the parties.
Attorney Maley, following his conviction on contempt for so
advising his client, filed a writ of habeas corpus with the

District Court for the Western District of Texas.

u.s.

In an opinion

by Judge Roberts (seep. 74 et seq. of Petitioner's Brief), the
'

contempt order of Judge Meyers was held to be invalid.
judgment by the

u.s.

This

Disttict Court is now pending on appeal in

CAS, awaiting decision by this Court of the present case.
The elaborate brief filed on behalf of petitioner by Willia~
F. Wallb, a leading criminal lawyer in Texas, states that there
appears to be "no precedent in the constitutional history of
this count~ or in the recorded history of the Anglo-American
common law" involving a situation exactly

■ twit•

like the present

case.
The Attorney General of Texas, now representing the responden
relies in effect on three grounds as justifying the criminal
contempt decision:

(i) the proceedings was civil in nature;

(iil the magazines were not owned by McKelva and hence cannot
be

"equated with the private books and papers" protected by Boyd

•

3.

v. United States, and (iii) since McKelva (not being the owner)
could not validly claim the "privilege", hia counsel was in
contempt of court in advising him to disobey a valid order.

In

this connection, respondent argues that in a civil case courts
must have the power to re~ire production of evidence: that otherwise they have no basis upon which to rule upon a claim of Fifth

Amendment privilege: that if they rule erroneously, and direct
production of the documents, the testimony or evidence derived
therefaom is inadmissible in any subsequent proceedings.

Wigmore

on E'didence, McNaughten•s revision, Vol. VIII, Section 2270, pp.
417-419 are cited for this proposition.
Although there is a good deal of "over kill" in the brief
on behalf of petitioner, its basic argument is that the privilege
may properly be invoked in any action, civil or criminal, against
compliance with a subpoena duces tecum, even with respect to
magazines that previously have been displayed for commercial
distribution.

But even if this position should not be susaained

by the Court, petitioner's brief argues that when an attorney
in good faith advises his client to resist compliance with a
subpoena on grounds of possible self incrimination, he is not
amenable to ciaation for contempt as he is discharging his duties
as counsel and that his rights, and those of his client in this
respect, are protected by the Fifth, Sixth and Fourteenth Amendment

•

_...,_ . ,,_

4.

I derived more "lightM on this issue from the memorandum
opinion of Judge Roberts in the companion case of Maley v. Meyers
(Petitioner's Brief, p. 74) than I did from the briefs of either
of the parties.

I am inclined, perhaps being influenced by a

deep conviction as to freedom of counsel to advise his client,
to agree with the opinion of Judge Roberts.

/

I

Yet , I must say that

this case is not as clear and simple as it first appeared to \be
when I voted to grant cert.

I believe that many states have a

civil procedure for the injunction of the distribution
materials, and unless such materials may be subpoenaed for
examination by the court , such statutes will be meaningless .
In a criminal case, the court on the basis of probable cause and ·
,,

a valid warrant, can have the alleged material seized.

But I

i•
1

\"
~\

don't think such a search warrant is permissible in a civil case. ·
I need to do a good deal more thinking about this case ~ with
the benefit of some research by one of my clerks.

,.

PC/ss

.
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BENCH MEMO

TO:

Mr. Justice Powell

FROM:

Penny Clark
No. 73-689

DATE:

October 11, 1974

Maness v. Meyers

I recommend a vote to reverse the contempt conviction.
Holding attorneys in contempt for advising their clients to
invoke the privilege against self-incrimination impermissibly
fetters the exercise of the Fifth Amendment privilege itself.
The decision should be grounded directly on the Fifth
Amendment rather than on a right to counsel.

This Court has

held that a witness is not entitled to the presence of counsel
during questioning before a grand jury or other investigatory
body.

Anonymous v. Baker, 360 U.S. 287 (1959) (5-4 split);

In re Groban, 352 U.S. 330 (1957) (5-4 split).
v. Arizona, 384 U.S. 436 (1966).

But cf. Miranda

The historical and

administrative reasons for the Groban rule do not apply to
civil proceedings in which parties are allowed the presence
of retained counsel.

But even if Groban and Baker establish

generally that the presence of counsel is not constitutionally
required for protection of the Fifth Amendment privilege,*
*Both cases were decided before the Fifth Amendment was made
applicable to the states. In each the claim was based on
general due process concepts, but the Court referred to the
state constitutional privilege against self incrimination.

-

I

-

•

2.

they do not authorize the state to curtail the access to
advice of counsel.

That is the necessary effect of holding

an attorney in contempt for advising his client to invoke
the Fifth Amendment privilege.
conflict of interest:

It automatically creates a

the attorney risks a fine or imprison-

ment if the judge rules that the privilege is unavailable,
but he has an obligation to protect his client's constitutional
rights.

There is ground for fear that attorneys would resolve

close questions in favor of their own safety.

The result would

leave witnesses without the legal advice they need to make
an informed decision to claim or waive the privilege.
In In re Watts, 190 U.S. 1 (1903), the USDC had held two

attorneys in contempt for advising their client to seek a
state court order that interfered with an ongoing bankruptcy
proceeding.

The Court held that the attorneys could not be

held in contempt for good-faith advice:
In the ordinary case of advice to clients, if an
attorney acts in good faith and in the honest
belief that his advice is well founded and in the
just interests of his client, he cannot be held
liable for error in judgment. The preservation of
the independence of the bar is too vital to the due
administration of justice to allow of the application
of any other general rule.
Id. at 29.

The case seems to rest partly on a principle of

comity,~ id. at 35, and there is no constitutional doctrine
involved, but it offers an attractive framework for the Fifth
Amendment problem.

-

Ordinarily there is no need to use contempt citations
against attorneys to guard against frivolous claims of

-

-

•

constitutional privilege.

3.

If the presiding judge believes that

the claim of privilege is unfounded, he may hold the witness
in contempt.

In the vast majority of cases, this remedy should

be sufficient to~protect the courts' interest in securing
evidence.

Attorneys will not lightly advise their cli ents to

go to jail if they think there is no merit to the claim of
privilege.

In extra ordinary cases (and petitioner concedes this

point) an attorney might be subject to contempt for advising
a client to make a plainly groundless claim of privilege in a
deliberate effort to obstruct an investigation.
But this is not such a case.

The claim of privilege with

respect to obscene magazines, while not clearly correct, is

-

not plainly without merit.

At the outset I discard the

argument that the magazines are "private papers" and "corrnnunicative."
Unlike the papers involved in other Fifth Amendment cases, e.g.,
Couch v. United States, 409 U.S. 322 (1973), the magazines do
not contain any information about the witness.

They are not

an expression of the witness's thoughts or observations.

The

only way in which they tend to incriminate the witness is that
their possession is an element of a crime.

But that may be

sufficient defense to an order for their production.

For the

witness to produce the magazines would be an admission that
he possessed them.

It would furnish a vital link in the chain

of evidence required to convict him of a crime.
A claim of privilege not to produce incriminating articles

-

is not frivolous.

In United States v. White, 322 U.S. 694

•

-

4.

(1944), the Court wrote a paragraph of dictum describing the
Cin part),
privilege. It said ~ "It is designed to prevent the use of
legal process to force from the lips of the accused individual
the evidence necessary to convict him or to force him to
produce and authenticate any personal documents or effects
that might incriminate him • . . • It protects the individual
from any disclosure, in the form of oral testimony, documents
or chattels, sought by legal process against him as a witness."
See McCormick, Evidence§ 126, at 268 & n. 73 (Cleary ed. 1972);
8 Wigmore, Evidence§ 2264 (McNaughton rev. 1961).

The recent

cases distinguishing "testimonial" evidence from physical
evidence cast some doubt on the continued v alidity of the

-

White dictum, United States v. Dionisio, 410 U.S. 1 (1973);
Schmerber v. California, , 384 U.S. 757 (1966), but they deal
with a different problem and it is not clear that they control
this issue.

Under the approach I have outlined above, it would

not be necessary to decide whether the claim of privilege was
right, only that it was not plainly wrong.
Now to clear up some minor questions.

It seems clear that

there is no right to appeal a criminal contempt judgment in
Texas.

The only remedy is by habeas corpus, and petitioner

tried that unsuccessfully.

Second, a subpoena is not the only

way of getting these magazines.

A search warrant could have

issued, even if no criminal proceedings were contemplated,
under the same statute that authorized the injunctive proceedin g.

-

-

•

Tex. Penal Code art. 527

§

9 (no longer in effect).

5.
The

statute is reproduced in petitioner's brief, at 64-65.

The

search warrant would have required probable cause, notice
to the seller, and a hearing. Significantly, § 9(c) provides
,,...
that
the magistrate cannot require the respondent to produce
'-./
any of the obscene material described in the affidavit.

In

Mckelva's case the subpoena may have been calculated to bypass
these safeguards.
Finally, it is worth asking whether the attorney can
raise his client's Fifth Amendment rights.

I think this is

a strong situation for invoking the jus· tertii doctrine.

The

attorney has suffered a definite injury, and the injury to
the client's rights is the direct consequence of the injury
to the attorney.

It is most unlikely that the client could

challenge his own imprisonment on the ground that his attorney
was found in contempt, or that a witness who chose to waive
the privilege could prevent the use of his testimony by
claiming that his attorney had been intimidated into advising
him not to claim the privilege.

Moreover, the confidential

and representative nature of the attorney-client relationship
strengthens the attorney's claim that compulsion directed
toward him is an infringement of his client's constitutional
privilege.
P.C.
ss
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MANESS

Motion for Leave to File
Supplemental Brief After
Argument

v.
MEYERS
This case was argued on October 22.

pc..-

Resp seeks to file a supplemental brief responding to petr 1 s argument- -made fo r
the first time in his reply brief- -that this Court 1 s decision in United States v. ~ ,
402 U.S. 530, provides an adequate solution to the problem of determining a selfincri1nination claim in the context of contempt proceedings.
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CHAMBERS OF

JUSTICE WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS

November 30,

7

Dear Chief':
I agree with your opinion in 73-689,
MANESS v. MEYERS.

On p. 10, 1. 8 should not the
sentence beginning "Persons who make private"
have added bef'ore the word "risk" the word
"usuaJ..ly" or "generally" or "normally",
because the holding in this present case
carves out a narrow exception?

(,t (j /
WILLIAM O. DOUGLAS

The Chief' Justice
cc:

The Conference

-

-

~u.prtmt Q+onrl of ut~ 1tttttt~ ~udts
._.asJti:ttghm, !}. Of. 20~,i.,
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MR. CHIEF JusTICE BURGER delivered the opinion of
the Court.
We granted certiorari to decide whether a lawyer may
be cited for contempt in a state civil proceeding for
advising his client, in good faith and without contumacious conduct, that the client may refuse to prodace
ubpoPnaed material on Fifth Amendment grounds.

I
Petitioner is a lawyer. In January 1973 his client was
convicted before a Municipal Court in the city of Temple,
Texas, of selling seven obscene magazines in violation of
a Temple ordinance Six days later the client, Michael
McKelva, was served by a Bell County deputy sheriff
with a subpoena duces tecum directing him to produce
52 magazines before the 169th Judicial District Court.
The titles of the magazines were given, but no other
description was contained in the warrant.
Under the Texas Penal Code 1 upon application by
Article 527 of the Texas Penal Code regulates distribution of
articles. Generally, it provides criminal penalties for specific
act,:; of distribution. In § 13, however, it provides for a civil innmction to enforce its other provisions:
"&c 13 The <li:-tnct courts of this State and the judges thereof
1
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any city attorney the district courts may issue inj unctions
te> prevent illegal distribution of obscene matter. The
subpoena here was requested by the Temple City Attorney in order to obtain such an mjunction. Besides
commanding production of the magazines it ordered
petitioner's client, to appear at a hearing on February 1,
1973, and give testimony.
·
McKelva appeared represented by petitioner and an
associate, Karl A. Maley. Earlier, Maley had filed a
written motion to quash the subpoena. The motion
claimed, inter al-ia, that the issuance of the subpoena was
merely an attempt to require materials and testimony m
violation of McKelva's constitutional right not to incriminate himself.
At the hearing petitioner orally argued the motion to
quash. He too contended that the city was attempting,
shall have full power, authority, and jurisdiction, upon application
by any district, county, or city attorney within their respective jurisdictions, or the Attorney General to issue any and all proper restrain-.
ing orders, temporary and permanent mjunctions, and any other
writs and processes appropriate to carry out and enforce the prov1s10ns of tlus article. Such restrammg orders or mjunct10ns may
issue to prevent any person from violating any of the provisions of
this article. However, no restrammg order or injunction shall issue
except upon notice to the person sought to be enjoined. Such person
shall be entitled to a trial of the issues withm one day after joinder
of issue and a dec1s10n shall be rendered by the court within two
days of the conclus10n of the tnal In the event that a final order or
Judgment of mjunction be entered against the person sought to be·
enjomed, such final order or judgment shall contain a prov1s10n dirrctmg the person to surrender to the sheriff of the county in which
the act10n was brought any obscene matter m his possession and
~uch ,;heriff shall bt> directed to seize and destroy such matter. Sec.
13 amPnded by Acts 1971, 62nd Leg., p. 2725, ch 887, § 3, eff. Aug. 30,
rn71.''
The entire article was repealed by Acts 1973, 63d Leg., p. \:l91, c. 399,.
§ 3 (a), effective January 1, 1974. The new law doe,- not seem to.,
have anv provis10n eqmvalent to § 1:3
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through a civil proceeding, to discover evidence which
properly should be discovered, if at all, through criminal
process. He freely admitted that the magazirn/\dealt ~
explicitly with acts of a sexual nature, and that they were
"of the same character" as the magazines for distribution
of which McKelva had previously been convicted. 2
Thus, he argued , it was quite clear that a "substantial I
0
wru ·~1!411/~ei'-possibility of self-incriminat10n" existed if McKelva ~
to produce the magazines. Petitioner foresaw criminal
prosecution either under the Temple ordinance 3 again,
or under Art. 527 itself.
Although petitioner claimed the Fifth Amendment's
protection was available in any proceeding whether civil
or criminal, he also urged that under the circumstances
the injunctive proceeding was quasi-criminal in nature.
He noted that it was brought under the penal code of
Texas and concluded that the city should secure a search
warrant, describing with particularity the magazine it
desired produced.
The city attorney responded that the proceeding was
purely civil and that "there is no contention on the part
of the City or any attempt on the part of the City to get
any evidence for any criminal prosecution," and thus any
matenal produced would not be incriminating. Further,
he maintained, because there ''are no criminal sanei The parties stipulated that the convict10n had occurred and was
then under appral
3 It appears that the Temple City criminal ordinance dealing with
obscrmty is substantially identical to the cnminal provisions of Art .
527 Art 527, § 12, provides
'·Sec_ 12 No city, county or other political subdivision may enact
any rrgulat1on of ob:,crne material which conflicts with the provision~
of this Act , however, a city, county, or other political subd1v1Sion is
authonzed to regulate further the mrans and manner of distribution
and exhibition of matter ''
At, the hearing thr court took judicial notice of the similarity between.
A11. fi?!i and the: Trmple rrumnal ordinance.. App , at 29.
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tions . .. there will be no evidence that would be incrimi-:
nating under the rules .. . ."
In reply petitioner drew an analogy to tax cases where,
he argued, courts have prohibited the Internal Revenu~
Service from using subpoenas to discover records which
might tencl to incriminate taxpayers. Petitioner contei1ded that the nature of the proceeding in which
evidence is sought is irrelevant to the compass of the
Fifth Amendment. and that the character of the material requested is the only relevant inquiry. He asserted
that the sole test is whether production of the material
would create a substahtial probability of criminal prose ..
cution for his client. He noted that the city attorney's
representation that the city is not interested in a criminal
prosecution "certaihly does not bind for example the
County Attorney, or anyone else . . . who might be
interested in prosecuting such a case."
The court then overruled the motion to quash and
petitioner's client, McKelva, took the stand. In answer
to preliminary questions he gave his name and address
and stated that he was the operator of Mike's News in
Temple. He admitted to having been served with the
,subpoena, but when he was asked whether he had
brought the magazines he replied "under the advice of
Counsel, I refuse to answer on the grounds that it may
tend to incriminate me." The city attorney then moved
the court to instruct the witness to answer, and if he
failed to do so to hold him in contempt. The court
asked petitioner's cocounsel what would be a reasonable
time to allow for the witness to bring the magazines into
court. because the court understood the applicable rule
to require time for compliance before a motion for contempt should be entertained. Counsel replied that
according to their position no time need be allowed
because, in any event, the subpoena would require pro..
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duction of evidence which would tend to incriminate the
witness. The court then recessed until the afternoon
and instructed the witness to return at that time with
the requested magazines. Petitioner's cocounsel said
he understood the instruction.
When the court reconvened McKelva was recalled,
and he responded negatively when the city attorney
asked whether he had made any effort to obtain the subpoenaed magazines. He did, however, acknowledge that
lie had understood the court's order to bring them.
f\S
After he indicated that the sole reason for his failure to
IJl ~ his belief that if he did so it would entail
a substantial possibility of self-incrimination, the city
attorney again moved for a contempt citation. This
time the court found McKelva in contempt and stated
that the failure to respond would be treated as an admission that the subpoenaed magazines are obscene. Petitioner objected, arguing that a person may not be penalized for asserting a constitutional right by way of making
an adverse finding age,inst him. The court replied that
no finding had been made, but in view of petitioner's
admission that the magazines were of the same nature
as those for which his client had previously been convicted, there was justification for treating a refusal to
produce them as an admission to be considered with other
evidence. Petitioner responded that he was obliged to
assert that while the other magazines were obscene the
subpoenaed magazines were not.
After other testimony was heard McKelva was again
recalled and the court asked him if his disobedience was
his own decision, or if it was on the advice of counsel.
McKelva replied that it was on the advice of counsel,
specifically petitioner and Maley. Petitioner then asked
his client whether he would produce the magazines
if counsel advised him they were not incriminatory.
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McKelva replied that he would. This made it clear that
but for the advice of counsel McKelva would have produced the subpoenaed matter.
After a short recess the court ruled the subpoenaed
magazines obscene, and enJoined their continued exhibition and sale. The injunction also was extended to any
other publication meeting the definition of obscenity
contained in Art. 527. Finally, the court held petitioner
and his cocounsel in contempt. as well as their client,
and fixed punishment for each of them at 10 days' confinement and a $200 fine.
The judge noted his reluctance to find the attorneys
in contempt, stating this was the first time he had ever
done so, but he felt that the attorneys had usurped the
authority of the court: "This Court has not been permittted to rule on the admissibility of that evidence.
You have ruled on it .. . ." Before the hearing ended,
however, petitioner stated that he and his cocounsel had
not deliberately and intentionally attempted to frustrate
the court. Petitioner felt there was merely a philosophical difference between counsel and the court as to
the scope of the Fifth Amendment protection. The
court responded that the self-incrimination defense could
have been reached either by a motion to suppress the
evidence after it had been produced for injunctive purposes, or by an obJection to an attempt to introduce 1t
at a criminal trial
The record shows no ind1cat10n whatsoever of contumacious conduct on the part of petitioner or his
cocounsel. The court appears to have been offended
only by the lawyers' advice ,vhich caused their client to
decline to produce subpoenaed material. There is nothing in the record t.o suggest that petitioner or his cocounsel acted other than in the good-faith belief that if their
client produced the materials he would run a substantial
rii-k of self-incrimi11atJon,

-
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The day the contempt citation was issued petitioner,
on behalf of McKelva. applied to the Supreme Court of
Texas for an original writ of habeas corpus. The same
day that court denied the application pending fur ther
information to complete the record, and then finally
denied the writ on February 5, 1973.
On February 8, 1973, petitioner filed an application on
behalf of McKelva for a writ of habeas corpus in the
United States District Court for the Western District of
Texas, Waco Division. However, at 10 a. m. that day
the judge who issued the contempt citation ordered
McKelva released from custody although he had only
served seven of his 10 days. The release was "for good
behavior."
Pursuant to Texas Procedure 4 the citation of the
attorneys was reviewed by another district judge, the
respondent here, Judge James R. Meyers. A hearing
was held on May 11, 1973, with the Texas Attorney
"Art 1911a.
" Contempt ; power oJ courtt-l , penalties
"Penalt 1e:, for contempt
"Sec. 2 (a) Every court other than a justice court or municipal
court may punish by a fine of not more than $500, or by confinement m the county jail for not more than six months, or both. any
pei-son guilty of co~tempt of the ~ourt.
•
•
4

(c) Provided, however, an offi cer of a court held in contempt by
a trial court, shall, upon proper motion filed in the offended court ,
bt> relea,,ed upon his own personal recognizance pending a determination of his guilt or mnocence by a judge of a district court, other
than the offended cc,urt Said Judge to be appointed for that purpo~e by the pre:-ndmg Judge of the Administrative .Judicial District
wherem the alleged contempt ocrurred .
" Confinement to enforce order
··,Sec. 3 Nothing m this Act affect::; a court's power to confine a
cont emner m order to compel hnn to obey a court order Act:; 1971,
62nd Leg., p. 2535 , ch . 831, §§ 1-3, eff. Aug. 30, 1971. Sec. 2 amended
by Acti: 1973_. 63rd Leg .. p 1784, r,h 657, § 1, eff Aug . 27, 1973.''

r
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General's office appearing in support of the contempt
citation. The parties agreed that the burden of proof
was on the Attorney General. and also agreed that the
record of the injunction hearing would provide the basis
for the court's decision .
The court noted that it felt that the record did support
a finding beyond a reasonable doubt, that the client was
advised not to bring the materials, and the court was
dubious that materials displayed for public sale are protected by the Fifth Amendment. However, the court
also stated, "I think it is a very close point." Counsel
for petitioner agreed the record clearly reflected that
petitioner had advised his client that he had a Fifth
Amendment privilege on the issue, but claimed it did
not reflect that petitioner had instructed him not to bring
the subpoenaed materials.
On October 1, 1973, Judge Meyers affirmed the finding
of contempt but changed the penalty to a $500 fine with
no confinement. It is that judgment which is under
review here.
Both Texas appellate courts refused to review the
judgment. The Texas Court of Criminal Appeals denied
petitioner's motion for leave to file an original application for a writ of habeas corpus, and the Supreme Court
of Texas also denied a petition for a writ of habeas
corpus. Both courts' orders were entered October 11.
By order of Judge Meyers, personal recognizance bonds
of petitioner and Maley were continued in order that
Maley could seek a writ of habeas corpus from the United
States District Court for the Western District of Texas
and petitioner could petition for a writ of certiorari fr9m
this Court.
On December 20, 1973, Judge Jack Roberts of the
C"nited States District Court for the Western District
of Texas, Waco Divis10n, granted Maley's petition for a
writ Qf habeas corpus. He noted that even incorrect
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orders from courts ordinarily must be obeyed until set
aside, but he concluded that :.vicKelva had asserted a
valid Fifth Amendment privilege, and therefore neither
he nor his lawyer could be held in contempt for assertingthat privilege. Smee civil and criminal liability under
Art. 527 arise from the same act the judge also concluded
that the Fifth Amendment applied even in the injunctive
action. Indeed, he noted that the leading case of ~ /
v United States, 116 U. S. 616 (1886), involved ~· for- I\
?f"
feiture proceeding/\which, " ... though they may be civil
in form, are in their nature criminal." 116 U. S., at 634.
He held that since Maley was only acting to protect rights,
guaranteed by the Constitution to his client, " ... he cannot be held in contempt."
An appeal has been filed from that judgment and is
now pending before the United States Court of Appeals
for the Fifth Circuit. On April 15, 1974, we granted
the petition for a writ of certiorari; we are advised that
the case is being held pending our decision in this case.

II
The issue in this case is whether a lawyer may be held
in contempt for advising his client, during the trial of
a civil case, to refuse to produce material demanded by
a subpoena duces tecum when the lawyer believes in
good faith the material may tend to incriminate his
cfient
We begin with the basic proposition that all orders
and Judgments of courts must be complied with promptly.
1f a person to whom a court directs an order believes that
order is incorrect the remedy is to appeal, but absent a
stay, to comply with the order pending appeal. Persons
who make private determinations of the law and refuse
to obey an order generally risk criminal contempt even (
if the order is ultimately ruled incorrect. Howat v.
Kansas 2.58 l: S. 181: 189-190 (1922). Worden vh
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1-,earls, 121 U. S. 14 (1887). The orderly and expeditious
administration of justice by the courts requires that "an
order JSsued by a court with ,1urisdiction over the subject
matter and person must be obeyed by the parties until
it is reversed by orderly and proper proceedings." United
States v. United Mine Workers, 330 U.S. 258,293 (1947).
This principle is especially applicable to orders issued
during trial. E.g., Illinois v. Allen, 397 U.S. 337 (1970).
Such orders must be complied with promptly and completely for the alternative would be to frustrate the
progress of the trial with issues collateral to the major
questions in litigation. This does not mean, of course,
that every ruling by a presiding judge must be accepted
in silence. Counsel may object to a ruling. An objec1,1on alerts opposing counsel and the court to an issue
o that the former may respond and the latter may be
fully advised before ruling. United States v. LaFranca,
282 U.S. 568, 570 (1931). But once the court has ruled
counsel and others involved in the action must abide by
the ruling and comply with the court's orders. While
claims of error may be preserved in whatever way the
applicable rules provide, counsel should neither engage
the court in extended discussion once a ruling is made,
nor advise a client not to comply. 5 A lawyer who counIn a case dealing with misconduct of attorneys but decided under
the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure, .Justice Jackson discussed
these same elementary propositions:
''Of cour.;e, H 1~ the nght of coun.;el for ever~· litigant to press his
claim, even 1f 1t appear::; farfotrhed and untenable. to obtain the
court's considered ruling. Full enjoyment of that right, with due
allowance for the heat of controversy, will be protected by appellate
courts when mfrmged by trial courts. But if the ruling is adverse,
it is uor coun:sel'::; right to resist or msult the judge--his nght is only
rer;pectfully to preserve hni pomt for appeal. During a trial, lawyers
mu.;t :;peak, each m h1,: own time and w1thm hi,, allowed time, and
wnh reJevaucf' and moderat1011 The!:le are such obvious matters that
5

..
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sels his clie1tt not to comply with a routine order during
trial would, first, sub.iect his clie11t to contempt, and in
addition, if he persisted the lawyer would be exposed to
contempt for obstructing the trial. If witnesses and
advocates could ignore court rulin~ ith impunity a trial
would be reduced to the level of a back alley argument.
Remedies for judicial error may be cumbersome but the
injury flowing from an error generally is not irreparable,
and orderly processes are imperative to the operation of
the adversary system of justice.
When a court during trial orders a witness to reveal
therefore private evidence, however, a different situation
may be presented. Compliance could cause irreparable
injury because appellate courts cannot "unring the bell"
and reinstate private matter once information has been
revealed. Subsequent appellate vindication does not
have its ordinary consequence of totally repairing the
error. In those situations we have indicated the person
to whom such an order is directed has an alternative:
" .. . ·[W]e have consistently held that the necessity
for expedition in the administration of the criminal
law justifies putting one who seeks to resist the production of desired information to a choice between
compliance with a trial court's order to produce prior
to any review of that order, and resistance to that
order with the concomitant possibility of an adjudication of contempt if his claims are rejected on
appeal. Cobbledick v. United States, [309 U. S. 323
(1940)]; Alexander v. United States, 201 U. S.117
(1906); cf. United States v Blue, 384 U. S. 251
( 1966); DiBella v. United States, 369 U. S. 121
(1962); Carroll v. United States, 354 U. S. 394
we ,,hould not rPmind tllP bar of them were it not for the misconceptJom, manifeo<t m tin:,; rm,e." Sacher \'. United States, 343 U. S.
1, 9 ( 1%2) .

/\.
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( 1957)." United States v. Ryan, 402 U.S. 530, 532533 ( 1971) .
This method of achieving precompliance review is particularly appropriate where the Fifth Amendment 6 privilege against self-incrimination is involved. The privilege
is of ancient lineage, see, e. g., Brown v. Walker, 161 U.S.
591, 596-597 (1896); Miranda v. Arizona, 384 U. S. 436,
458-463 (1966), see especially Note 27, 384 U.S., at 458.
This Court has always broadly~
trued its protection
to assure that an individual is not c_ompelled to produce
evidence which later may be used against him as an
accused in a criminal action. Counselman v. Hitchcock ,
142 U. S. 547, 562 (1892); Arndstein v. McCarthy, 254
U. S. 71 , 72-73 (1920). The protection does not merely
encompass evidence which may lead to criminal conviction, but includes information which would furnish a
link in the chain of evidence leading to prosecution, and
evidence which an individu'al reasonably believes could
be used against him m a criminal prosecution. Hoff man
v. United States, 341 U.S. 479 , 486 (1951). In view of
the place this privilege occupies in the Constitution and
in our adversary system of justice, as well as the traditional respect for the individual that undergirds the privi ..
"We deal here only with the Fifth Amendment privilege. Howevn, ::;tatutes and well established common law recognize other
privileges such as those arismg from the relation of priest and penitent., lawyer and client, physician and patient, and husband and wife.
If the prerequisites for the invocation of those privileges are met,
a vahd public need for information is considered less important t han
assurmg the integrity of the relationships. As here, under certain
pnvtleges mere disclosure itself could cause irreparable mjury to
:,omeone whose mnermost secrets of con~cience or private life once
disclosed, could not be recalled or erased. The relations.hip which
the privilege 1s intended to fof-ter would suffer even if an appellate
court held the privllege was correctly mvoked. But smce this case
·deals only with the Fifth Amendment pr1V1]ege we do not address
.any other.
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lege, the procedure described in Ryan seems an eminently
reasonable method to allow precompliance review.
In the present case the city attorney argued that if[
petitioner's client produced the magazines he was amply
protected because in any ensuing criminal action he could
always move to suppress,7 or object on Fifth Amendment
grounds to the introduction of the magazines into evidence. Laying to one side possible waiver problems that
might arise if the witness followed that course, cf. Rogers
v. United States, 340 U. S. 367 (195 1) , we still cannot
conclude that it would afford adequate protection. Without something more "he would be compelled to surrender
the very protection which the privilege is designed to
guarantee." Hoff man v. United States, supra, 341 U. S.,
at 486.
Our views as to the effectiveness of a later objection
or motion to suppress do not conflict with United States
v. Blue, 384 U. S. 251 (1966). There we said:
"Even if we assume that the Government did acquire
incriminating evidence in violation of the Fifth
Amendment, Blue would at most be entitled to suppress the evidence and its fruits if they were e,_u_..g._h...;.t__
to be used against him at trial." 384 U. S., at 255. /~
:But the crucial distinction between that case and the
instant question is that there the Government indeed
"did acquire" the information. Blue had turned it over
during a civil investigation without asserting the Fifth
Amendment privilege. Here on the contrary, petitioner's client had not yet delivered the subpoenaed material, and he consistently and vigorously asserted his
privilege. Here the "cat'' was not yet "out of the bag"
and reliance upon an objection or motion to suppress
7 Coun~el for respondent could cite no Texas statute or case giving
a;:;surance that the magazines would be suppre;;sed because they were
J:?roduced mvoluntarily ;:;o the witnel"S could.avoid.a contempt citation ..
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would "]et the cat out'' with no assurance whatever of
putting it back. The ultimate guarantee that evidence
sought from a ~:it ness wi11 not be used to incriminate
him is a valid grant of immunity from prosecution, see
Zicarelli v. New Jersey Commission of Investigation, 406
U. S. 472 (1972 ); here there was no grant of immunity.
Thus in►dvising his client to resist and risk a contempt
citat10n, thereby allowing precompliance appellate review
of the claim petitioner counseled a familiar procedure. 8
Although it is clear that noncompliance risked both an
immediate contempt citation and a final criminal contempt judgment against the witness if , on appeal, petitioner's advice proved to be wrong, the issue here is
whether petitioner, as counsel. can ·be penalized for goodfaith advice to claim the privilege.
It appears that here the trial judge rejected the Fifth
Amendment claim primarily because it was raised in a
civil 9 and not criminal case. The city attorney relied
most heavily on that distinction in his argument in
opposition to the motion to quash. 1 0 Just as vigorously,
petitioner contended that the privilege against selfincrimination protected his client regardless of the nature
of the proceeding. He said :
"It is very clear that the coverage of the Fifth
~ We note tha1 th is is not a case where state a ppellate review has
been exha usted a nd the order to disclose has been affirmed by the
state appell ate courts. Were a lawyer to counsel noncompliance at
t hat stage we would have a different ,,;1tua t10n .
9 P etit 10ner also urged tha t the proceeding was not civil at all but
rather wa:; " quafii-c rimmal.'' App ., at 10. H e noted that the proceedmg was based upon "the p rov1s1ons of Section 13 of Article 527
of the Texas Penal Code:" Ibid. He v iewed the injunctive action
a,- a mere prelude t o a criminal prosrcution . Thus he contended tha t
the cn y should have sought the magazine;, with a search warrant "in.stead of a subpoena duces tec um.
10 Ap_p ., at 1:2.
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Amendment is not to be determined by the nature
of the proceeding in which it is asserted. The Fifth
Amendment applies to all proceedings, to injunctive
proceedings, to ~dministrative proceedings, and to
criminal proceedings. lt applies to interrogation by
Police Officers out of Court. It applies across the
board. We are not talking about the context of the
proceedings in which the privilege against selfincrimination is asserted. We are talking about the
character of material that is sought to be taken from
the person who is the subject of the subpoena.
" ... the test in those circumstances is whether there
is a substantial probability in requiring the party
that is served with the subpoena to produce the
evidence, which evidence would entail self-incrimi-•
nation, and with the production of the magazines
for possible use in a criminal prosecution, and we say
that this would amount to a violation of the privilege under the Fifth Amendment, and we contend
that it most certarnly would, and that it must."
App. 13-14.
In overruling the claimed privilege the trial judge seems
to have accepted the city attorney's contention that the·
claim is not available in a civil proceeding. We disagree.
In Kastigar v. United States, 406 U. S. 441 (1972),
we recently reaffirmed the principle that the privilege·
against self-incrimination can be asserted "in any proceeding. civil or criminal. administrative or judicial,
investigatory or adjudicatory." 406 U.S., at 444; Lefkowitz v. Turley, 414 U.S. 70, 77 (1973); Murphy v. Waterfront Comm'n, 378 U. S. 52, 94 (WHITE, J., concurring);
McCarthy \. Arndstein, 266 U. S. 34, 40 ( 1924); United
States v. Saline Bank, l Pet. 100 (1828); cf. Gardner v.
Broderick, 392 U. S. 273 (1968). The_trial iudg_e seems:
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to have proceeded upon the mistaken premise that petitioner's client was misadvised even to assert the privilege
in a civil proceeding, regardless of its ultimate merit.
This error explains the severe sanction the court placedalbeit reluctantly-upon petitioner because his advice
seemed to have caused the witness' refusal to obey.1.1
Thus the issue is whether in a civil proceeding a lawyer
may be held in contempt for counseling a witness and in
good faitn to refuse to produce court-ordered materials
on the ground that the materials may tend to incriminate
the witness in another proceeding. We hold that he may
not be penalized even though his advice causes the witness to disobey the court's order.
The privilege against compelled self-incrimination
11 Petitioner readily concedes that his advice indeed caused his
client to disobey the order. When the court !;ave petitioner's client
a final chance to purge himself of the contempt citation this colloquy
took place:
"THE COURT: Mr. McKelva, you have been adjudged to be in
contempt of this Court for having failed ... to observe a subpoena
duces tecum to bring certain matters with you as a witness. In your
testm10ny with reference to why you failed to do this, you first indicated that it was on the advice of Counsel that you were declining
to obey the subpoena, and so I want to ask you directly this morning, is your disobedience to this subpoena your own decision, or is
it 011 the advice of Counsel, and if so, what Counsel?
"A. It is on the advice of Counsel, sir, and Mr. Fnedman, Mr.
:Maley and Mr. Maness. ·
'THE COURT: Does either Counsel have any questions that they
want to ask this witness?
" :VIR. MANESS: Your Honor, I would only like to ask Mr.
McKelva, in the event that his Counsel were to advise him that his
privileges against self-incriminat10n were not endangered by producmg the . _ . magazines in question. wnether or not under those
circumstances he would produce the magazines?
' ' A. I would ." App ., at 27.
Counsel thus took full responsibility for his client 's acts, as, of course,
his duty to his client reqmred .

-
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would be drained of its meaning if counsel, being lawfully present, as here, could be penalized for advising
his client in good faith to assert it. The assertion of a
testimonial privilege, as of many other rights, often
depends upon legal advice from someone who is trained
and skilled in the subject matter, and who may offer a
more objective opinion. A layman may not be aware of
the precise scope, the nuances, and boundaries of his
Fifth Amendment privilege. It is not a self-executing mechanism; it can be affirmatively waived, or lost by
not asserting it in a timely fashion. If performance of
a lawyer's duty to advise a client that a privilege is available exposes a lawyer to the threat of contempt for giving
honest advice it is hardly debatable that some advocates
may lost their zeal for forthrightness and independence. 12
There is a crucial distinction between citing a recalcitrant witness for contempt, United States v. Ryan,
supra, and citing the witness' lawyer for contempt based l
only on advice given in good faith to assert the privilege
against self-incrimination. The witness, once advised of
the right, can choose for himself whether to risk contempt in order to test the privilege before evidence is
pro1uced . That decision is, and should be, for the witness. But, if his lawyer may be punished for advice given

I

12 The American Bar Association Project on Standards for Criminal
Justice, Standards Relating to the Defense Function shows the difficulty such a situation would present for a lawyer. Section 1.6
provides :
" ... thr dutirs of a lawyer to his client are to represrnt his legitimate
interrsts, and consideration of personal and professional advantage
should not mflurnce his advice or prrformance." Standards Relating
to the Administration of Justice, 1974 Ect., at 120.
The introductory comments note that :
"A lawyrr cannot br timorous in his representation. Courage and
zeal in t he defense of his client's mterest are qualities without whidt
one cannot perform full~· ai:, an advoca.t e ." Id., at 109-110.

-
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in good faith there is a genuine risk that a witness exposed
to possible self-incrimination wiH not be advised of his
right. Then the witness may be deprived of the opportunity to decide whether or not to assert the privilege.
An early example of this situation· is found in In re
Watts & Sachs, 190 U. S. 1 (1903). There lawyers
advised their clients in good faith that state not federal
courts had bankruptcy jurisdiction over a certain property in the hands of a state receiver. · This advice led to
a collision between the state and federal courts, and contempt citations for the lawyers. Although this Court
held that the lawyers' advice was substantively incorrect
it refused to allow the federal contempt convictions toJ
stand because there was no evidence the advice was given
in bad faith. 190 U. S., at 32. Chief Justice Fuller,
speaking for the Court, said:
"In the ordinary case of advice to clients, if an
attorney acts in good faith and in the honest belief
that his advice is well founded and in the just interests of his client, he cannot be held liable for error
in judgment. The preservation of the independence
of the bar is too vital to the due administration of
justice to allow the application of any other general
rule." 190 1T. S., at 29.
We conclude that an advocate is not subject to the
penalty of contempt for advising his client, in good faith,
to assert the Fifth Amendment 1jrivilege against selfincrimination in any proceeding embracing the power to
compel testimony. To hold otherwise would deny the
constitutional privilege against self-incrimination the
means of its own implementation. When a witness is so
advised the advice becomes an integral part of the prot ection accorded the witness by the Fifth Amendment,

.

-
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III
Both in a pretrial written motion and orally during
trial, petitioner cogently stated his reasons for believing
the privilege applied :
''In view of the fact that there is this substantial
possibility of self-incrimination; in view of the fact
that seven other magazines that are of the same
character as the . . . magazines named in the subpoena, that they have provided the basis for past
criminal prosecutions; in view of the fact that
criminal prosecutions are not only a very definite
possibility, they are in fact a pronounced possibility,
and so there is little reasonable doubt in these circumstances that the subpoena should be quashed
because in fact it seeks to compel the person named
in the subpoena to incriminate himself, and, of
course, this is prohibited by the Fifth Amendment
to the Constitution of the United States." App.,
at 9-10.
Petitioner stated that the magazines were "of the same
character" 13 as magazines for distribution of which his
client had recently suffered a criminal conviction. There
was therefore. at the very least. a reasonable basis for
petitioner to assume that a risk of further criminal prosecution existed. 14 Both sides agree that the record is
devoid of evidence of contumacious conduct or any disrespect for the court, cf., e. g., In re Little, 404 U. S. 553,

I
I

13 Petitioner'~ concess10n that the subpoenaed magazines were of
the ~ame character was not an admission they were obscene. His
contention seems to have been that they were sufficiently like those
for which his client had pr;v1oui:;ly been convicted as to raise the
possibility of pro:;ecution, and thus to allow assertion of the Fifth
Amendment privilege.
14 In view of our dispos1t1on of this ca:;e upon other grounds we
need not, and do not decide, whether the Fifth Amendment privilege
actually encompasse:i these magazines.

-
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554-555 (1972) . The highly professional tone of the
proceeding is revealed by the statements of the judge,
and by petitioner!s closing comments to the judge after
he had been cited for contempt:
"If it please the Court I certainly appreciate the
Court's position. I think what we have here is not
a situation and I hope this is correct, where Counsel
have deliberately and intentionally at.tempted to
frustrate the Court. I think that rather what we
have is where there is a philosophical difference
between Counsel for the Defendant and the Court
with regard to the applicable law as to self-incrimination and the production of evidence in a civil
case." App., at 32.
On this record it appears that there was no avenue other
than assertion of the privilege, with the risk of contempt,
that would have provided assurance of appellate review
in advance of surrendering the magazines. We are satisfied that petitioner properly performed his duties as an
advocate, and he cannot suffer any penalty for performing such duties in good faith. 1 5
R eversed.

15 We recognize that thrre may be instances where advicr to plead
the Fifth Amendment could be given in bad faith, and such instances
Jwould present far different i8sues than here. See Cole v. United
States, 329 F. 2d 437, cert . denied, 377 U. S. 964 (1964); United
States "· Cioffi, 493 F. 2d 1111, 1119 (CA2 1974) , cert. denied,-·
I.; , S. - ._
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RE: No. 73-689 Maness v. Meyers
Dear Chief:
I agree.

Sincerely,

Al
The Chief Justice
cc: The Conference
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No. 73-689

Maness v.

Dear Chief:
I am, of course, with you in. this case and
will join your opinion.
In reading your first draft, however, some
thoughts occurred to me which I now share with you • .,
The basis for . the Court's decision here is the Fifth
Amendment·. · Although this is made clear toward the
end of your draft, it is preceded by a certain amount
of emphasis on the generalized right of a lawyer to
advise his clients. I agree with this, but it occurred
to me that much of the discussion would be equally
relevant in cases involving claims of privilege
unrelated to the Fifth Amendment. I would not want
our opinion to be deemed authoritative with respect
to nonconstitutional claims of privilege. ,
The draft emphasizes the lawyer's "good faith".
While this is important, I would think that the asserted
claim of Fifth Amendment privilege also must be at
least arguably sound. A lawyer, unlearned or lazy,
could in good faith advise a client to take the Fifth
with respect to an issue that is wholly frivolous.
If the foregoing appeals to you, perhaps
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Dear Chief:
Please join me in your opinion in this case.
Sincerely,

;J!Y/f T.M.
The Chief Justice
cc: The Conference
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THE CHIEF" JUSTICE

December 4, 1974

Re: 73-689 - Maness v. Meyers

MEMORANDUM TO THE CONFERENCE:

I propose to make three minor changes in the above opinion.
1. At page 12, footnote 6, delete the present footnote and substitute
the following:
This case deals only with the privilege against selfincrimination contained in the Fifth Amendment to the
Constitution and made applicable to the states by the
Fourteenth Amendment. Malloy v. Hogan, 378 U.S. 1.
The constitutional basis for this privilege distinguishes it
from other privileges established by state statute or common
law such as those arising from the relation of priest and
penitent, lawyer and client, physician and patient, and
hue band and wife.
2.

At page 17, line 2, insert footnote 12 after the word "present:"
12/
Under .Texas procedure and the rulings of the trial court
in this case the client was undoubtedly entitled to consult with
counsel at the times and in the manner he did.

Subsequent footnotes will be re-numbered accordingly.
3. On page 20, in line 2 of the last footnote, now numbered 15,
after "bad faith II add "or could br patently frivolous or for purposes of
delay. 11
Regard_s,
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P. S. Several minor verbal changes will also
appear in the second printed
draft and will be marked to facilitate your study.
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Dear Chief:
I am not at rest in this case and am
considering a concurrence.
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mind putting it over.
Sincerely,

;1,The Chief Justice
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Dear Potter:
I would appreciate it if you would join me in your
concurrence in this case.
Sincerely,
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Mr. Justice Stewart
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The Conference
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MR. JUSTICE STEWART, with whom MR. JUSTICE BLACKMUN joins, concurring in the result.
The Court today holds that the constitutional privilege
against compulsory self-incrimination embraces the
right of a testifying party to the unfettered
advice of counsel in t civil proceeding. As the Court
puts the matter, a "layman may not be aware of the precise scope, the nuances, arid boundaries of his Fifth
Amendment privilege. It is not a self-executing mechanism; it can be affirmatively waived or lost by not asserting it in a timely fashion . . . . [I]f his lawyer may be
punished for advice so given there is a genuine risk that
a witness exposed to possible self-incrimination will not
be advised of his right. Then the witness may be deprived of the opportunity to decide whether or not to
assert the privilege." Ante, at slip op. 17-18.
The premise underlying the conclusion that the constitutionalpnvtlegeagainstcompulsory ~ n
includesthe right to the un fettered advice of counsel in
civil proceedingsnrustbeUiat th ere is a constitutional
right, also cterived from The privilege against compulsory
self-incrimination, to some advice of counsel concerning
the privilege in the first place. The Court's ratio~le
thusinexoraolyimpli ~ t counsel must be appointed
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for any indigent witness, whether or not he is a party, in
any proceeding in which his testimony can be compelled.
For surely few indigents will be more cognizant than was
Maness' client of the privilege against compulsory selfincrimination. let alone aware of the "nuances'1 of the
privilege. Unless counsel is appointed, these indigents
will be deprived, just as surely as Maness' client would
have been had he not been advised by Maness, of
the opportunity to decide whether to assert their constitutional privilege. "To hold otherwise would deny
the constitutional privilege against self-incrimination the
means of its own implementation." Ante, at slip op. 18.
I am unwilling to go that far towards recognizing an
. unqualified right to appointed counsel in civil proceedings
in a case that does not demand it. But I concur in the
Court's judgment upon a wholly different ground.
More than 40 years ago the Court recognized a due
process right to retained counsel in civil proceedings. "If
in any case, civil or criminal , a state or federal court were
arbitrarily to refuse to hear a party by counsel, employed
by and appearing for him , it reasonably may not be
doubted that such a refusal would be a denial of a hearing, and, therefore , of due process in the constitutional
sense." Powell v. Alabama, 287 U. S. 45, 69. It requires
no expansion of this well-established principle to hold
that just as a state court may not arbitrarily prohibit
retained counsel's presence' in ·a courtroom , so too it may
not arbitrarily p·rohibit or punish good-faith advice given
by retained counsel. .· The· "right to be heard by counsel"
is fru strated equally by denying the right to have counsel
present during trial as by preventing counsel, once in the
courtroom, from giving good-faith professional advice to
his client.
The right to be advised by retained counsel in a civil
_proceeding does not, of course, guarantee a lawyer absolute immunity for advice he gives to his client. Whether·
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a contempt citation constitutes an arbitrary interference
with the constitutionally protected attorney-client relationship depends on both the tenor of the advice and the
circumstances under which it is given. It does not depend solely on the nature of the legal issue involved. Advice to invoke a state-recognized testimonial privilege,
for example, may be just as essential to the discharge of
a lawyer's responsibility to his client as was Maness' advice to invoke the constitutional privilege against compulsory self-incrimination.
The Court's opinion and MR. _JUSTICE . WHITE's concurring opinion fully explain the 9ircumstances that in
this case justified Maness' advice to his client to refuse to
comply with the trial judge's order to produce the -subpoenaed material. Under these circumstances Maness
did no more than properly perform the conventional
service of a lawyer. To ' punish him for performing his
professional duty in good faith would . be an arbitrary
interference with his client's right to the presence and ·
advice of retained counsel-and thus a denial of due
process of law.
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